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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be any complex Hilbert space and 93(H) the algebra of all 
bounded linear operators B: H + H. Then 93(H) has a natural *-ring 
structure with respect to the adjoint map Bt-+ B* = adj(B), i.e., we have 
(B*)* = B, (BC)* = C-B*, (B+C)*=B*+C* 
for all B, CE a(H). Moreover, the involution * : B H B* satisfies the 
“properness” condition: 
B*B=O only if B = 0. 
Given any *-semigroup S (i.e., any associative multiplicative system S 
together with any specified map *: S-+ S satisfying (a*)* =a and 
(ab)* = b*a* for all a, bE S), then S is always *-embeddable (i.e., by an 
injective multiplicative homomorphism 0: a N 8, satisfying (O,)* = O,,) 
into some *-ring (e.g., into its discrete semigroup algebra over the complex 
field), while, for S to be w-embeddable into some *-ring satisfying the 
properness condition displayed above, clearly it is necessary that S (which 
may have no zero element) should satisfy the semigroup version of the 
properness condition [F, p. 741: 
a*a=a*b=b*a=b*b only if a = 6. 
However, for general *-semigroups S, properness in this sense is not 
enough to ensure that S can be *-embedded into a suitable proper *-ring 
[Sl, p. 34, Example 4.1; S2; D3, Sect. 91; in particular, there are (even 
finite) proper *-semigroups which cannot be faithfully *-represented by 
operators on any Hilbert space. 
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On the other hand, faithful *-representations 8: S + a(H) by operators 
are known to exist for two important special classes of (proper) 
*-semigroups: 
First, every group G is obviously a proper *-semigroup under its inverse 
map, and G always has a faithful nitary (hence certainly *-) represen- 
tation I on H= e2(G) by letting aI+ I, for each a E G, where the map 
A,: e’(G) --t e2(G) denotes left multiplication by a; and this representation 
of G extends to give the well-known *-representation of e’(G) by operators 
on e2( G). 
Second and more generally, for the much larger class of inverse 
semigroups S (i.e., those semigroups S in which, for every a E S, there exists 
exactly one x E S, denoted x = a-‘, such that uxu=u and xux=x), the 
inversemap *:UHU*=U - ’ is always a proper involution of S, and the left 
multiplications A,: e*(S) -+ L”(S), defined as above, still provide a faithful 
representation f S (and, by extension, of L’(S)). Unfortunately this 
representation J&of S on a2(S) is usually not a *-representation (even for 
abelian inverse semigroups S of small finite order), but a natural faithful 
*-representation of S on e*(S) is nevertheless available by using an 
appropriate variant rt of 1: given any inverse semigroup S, Barnes [B, 
p. 3671, extending earlier ideas of Vagner and Preston, showed in 1976 
that, for a E S, if one defines a map 7c, :S + S u { 0} c_ e2( S) by 
iff a-‘ub=b 
otherwise, 
and uses linearity and continuity to extend each rc, to an operator 
71,: 8*(S)+e2(S), then the map rc: S-,?,8(e2(S)) given by rc: urn, is 
always a *-representation of S, which is easily seen to be faithful, and 
which, as for ), in the group case, can be extended by linearity and con- 
tinuity to give a *-representation of e’(S); and in 1982 Wordingham [W] 
proved that this *-representation rc of I’(S) on e’(S) also is always faithful. 
In the present article we investigate he unmodified left multiplication 
representation 1,and its connections with Barnes’ ?I, for finite inverse S. 
Although the representation J.of S on e’(S) is not usually a *-represen- 
tation with respect o the standard inner product (u, u) on e2(S), we find 
that 2 is always a *-representation with respect o another natural inner 
product Q(u, u) obtained by expressing a trace functional combinatorially. 
Since the representation property of 2 is self-evident, everything hinges on 
establishing the positive definiteness ofQ and the *-property of 1. After 
some general preliminaries in Section 2, we introduce Q in Section 3, prove 
its definiteness in Sections 4 and 5, and discuss a concrete illustrative 
example in Section 6. Then, in Section 7, we use the ideas developed in 
Sections 3, 4, and 5 to show that 1. is a *-representation relative toQ, and 
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that %, ‘it are equivalent; indeed, it transpires that ;1, 7c are *-equivalent 
*-representations relative totheir espective inner products. Our proof of this 
uses the fact that Q is not merely positive definite, but can be explicitly 
expressed (see Theorem 3), in a canonical (and unexpectedly simple) way, 
as a sum of squares of certain linear forms with integer coefftcients. This
property of Q is established asa consequence of some general results (e.g., 
Lemmas 5 and 6) which hold in arbitrary (i.e., even infinite) inverse 
semigroups, and which may be of some value beyond our applications here. 
Finally, in Section 8, we note some ways in which the C*-structure 
(implicit ni, ) f rt o inverse semigroup algebras may be of use in the study 
of inverse semigroups themselves. 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS AND NOTATION 
Let S be any multiplicative semigroup, i.e., any set on which is given 
an associative binary operation (a, b) H ab written as adjunction. An 
involution fS means any map *: S+ S such that 
(a*)* = a and (ab)* = b*a* 
for all a, b E S; and a *-semigroup means a pair (S, *), where S is a 
semigroup and * is a specified involution on S. 
If A is any associative ring, then an involution fthe ring A means an 
involution * of A considered as a multiplicative semigroup such that also 
(a+b)*=a*+b* 
for all a, b E A; and such a pair (A, *) is called a *-ring. If A is also an 
algebra over some field or other ring of coefficients, thenwe may also refer 
to (A, *) as a *-algebra. Inpractice (S, *), (A, *) are usually abbreviated to 
S, A, respectively. 
For any semigroup S and any associative ring F with unity element 1, let 
F[S] denote the (discrete) semigroup algebra of S over F, i.e., the set of all 
functions from S to F of finite support, considered as an (associative) 
F-algebra in the natural way; equivalently, and this is the way we shall 
prefer to think of it, F[S] is the set of all finite formal sums 
x,a, + ... +xkak, where a,, . . . . ak are (distinct) elements of S and each 
X;E F, with the obvious addition, multiplication, a d action of F (the 
restriction to finite sums being a device to ensure that multiplication in 
F[S] is well-defined). If S happens to be a (not necessarily finite) 
*-semigroup and F a (not necessarily commutative) *-ring, then it is trivial 
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that F[S J becomes a *-algebra under the induced involution *: F[S] -+ 
F[S] given by 
( > Cx,ai *=CxI*aI* 
(where the symbol * is simultaneously used, or abused, in three different 
senses). In particular, on taking F to be the complex field C with con- 
jugation as involution, the complex semigroup algebra C[S] is a *-algebra 
under the map *: 1 xiai H C x,a,*. 
For the important case F= C we shall also refer to the algebra e’(S) 
consisting of all (not necessarily finite) formal sums C x,ai, where the ai 
are distinct elements of S and the xi are complex scalars uch that x [xi1 
converges. Clearly this restriction on the coefficients xi ensures that mul- 
tiplication i d’(S) is well-defined, and the definition (1) above makes 
G’(S) into a complex *-algebra. Obviously C [S] may be regarded as a sub- 
*-algebra of 1’(S), and C[S] = a’(S) iff S is finite. 
Now let H denote any complex Hilbert space, with inner product written 
as (u, u). Then the algebra 39(H) of all bounded linear operators B: H + H 
is a complex *-algebra with respect o the adjoint map Bt-+ B* = adj(B), 
where adj(B) satisfies (and indeed is defined by) 
(B(u), u) = (u, (adj(B))(u)) 
for all U, u E H. 
For any semigroup S, we have the naturally associated Hilbert space, 
denoted as usual by e’(S), consisting ofall formal sums u = C xiai with the 
ai distinct elements of S and the xi complex scalars uch that C Jxi12 
converges, and with inner product given by 
xk Yk. 
(If S happens to have a zero element O,, then some writers prefer to 
include in e’(S) only those sums u in which 0, has coefficient zero, giving a
subspace of codimension 1 in our e*(S); this entails routine minor changes 
in the definitions of operators on P(S) which we avoid by treating all 
elements of S alike.) 
Let S be any semigroup (written multiplicatively), A any associative 
complex algebra, and H any complex Hilbert space. Then a representation 
f3 of S [resp. A] (by bounded operators) on H means a multiplicative [r sp. 
complex algebra] homomorphism 8: S + 93(H) [resp. 0: A + 98(H)]; in 
both cases we shall use the notation 8: a H 8,. We call 8 faithful iff 8 is 
one-to-one. 
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In particular, if S is also given as a *-semigroup [resp. A is also given as 
a complex *-algebra], then such a representation (3is called a wepresen- 
tation of S [resp. A] on H iff 
8,. = (e,)* = adj(Qu) 
for all a E S [resp. all a E A], i.e., iff 
(e,(u)> 0)= (u, e,*(u)) 
for all a E S [resp. all a E A] and all U, v E H. (When S is a group and * is 
inversion it is customary to consider representations by invertible 
operators, in which case this *-representation property of 0 just says that 
each 8, is unitary, i.e., in standard terminology, that 8 is a unitary 
representation ofS.) 
Again, let S be any semigroup, H any Hilbert space, and 8: S + a(H) 
any given representation ofS on H. For any invertible operator VE g(H), 
define a corresponding map S + B(H) by a t-+ V-‘f9, V. Clearly this map, 
which we denote as VA’8 V: S -+ g(H), is itself a representation ofS on H. 
Accordingly, given any two representations 8, II/ of S on H, one calls 8, $ 
equivalent iff there exists ome invertible operator VE&~(H) such that 
I) = VP ‘OV, i.e., I’$, = 8, V for all a E S. Obviously this is an equivalence 
relation on the class of all representations of S on H. 
In particular, if S is a *-semigroup and 0 any *-representation of S on H 
with respect o a specified inner product (u, u)~ on H, then, for any inver- 
tible VcB(H), clearly (V(U), P’(u))” is also an inner product on H and 
3 = V ‘8V is a *-representation of S on H with respect o the inner 
product (u, u)~ = ( V(U), V(U))~. Accordingly, given any two representations 
8, $ of S on H which are *-representations relative to specified inner 
products (u, u),, (u, u),, respectively, then (as the appropriate 
generalization of unitary equivalence of unitary representations of groups) 
one calls 0, I) *-equivalent iff there exists an invertible operator VE B(H) 
such that 
w, = 0, v ,for all a E S (2) 
and 
(u, U)i = (V(u), V(u)), for all u, v E H. (3) 
Obviously *-equivalence is an equivalence relation on the class of all 
*-representations f S on H. 
Given any semigroup S, we easily obtain a representation 2:a H I., of S 
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on H = e’(S) by using the bounded linear operators A,: H -+ H given, for 
each fixed a ES, by 
ia Cxia, 
( 1 
= C xi(aai). 
For clearly &,(Z x,a,) E e’(S), and 
11~,112 = IMa(h) 
(ah, ah) 
o,;::~~s, llhll* 
-= -=sup (h,h) 13 
so that each A, E 3({*(S)), while also Ibob = &lb , i.e., ;*: S -+ 3(8’(S)) is a 
representation. 
In the class of *-semigroups we shall, except in Section 3, be concerned 
only with the subclass of inverse semigroups, always regarded as 
*-semigroups with respect to the natural involution at, a* = a-‘. Both 
[CP, Vol. 1, especially pp. 26-34, and Vol. 2, Chap. 7, pp. 39-801 and 
[H, Chap. 5, pp. 1281851 provide good general accounts of inverse 
semigroups, but we shall derive in detail those special properties (namely, 
Lemmas l-6 and Propositions 3 and 4) which we need here. It is perhaps 
worth noting that, while the inverse semigroups of finite order n 
presumably constitute only a vanishingly small proportion of the proper 
*-semigroups of order n when n is large, this begins to make itself felt only 
for n > 8. More specifically [J], every proper *-semigroup of order n 5 7 is 
inverse (though a given inverse semigroup can admit several proper 
involutions); and there is at least one non-inverse proper *-semigroup of 
order 8. Coincidentally, n = 7 is also the largest order for which a precise 
count has been made [JW, p. 71, Tafel 11: there are 836,021 inequivalent 
semigroups of order 7, of which 911 are inverse. 
3. DEFINITION OF Q 
Rather than confining our attention exclusively to inverse semigroups, 
we shall, in this section (only), consider the more general case of 
*-semigroups S. Similarly, rather than working over the complex field, it 
costs us nothing (throughout Sections 3, 4, and 5) to use any *-ring F 
(with 1) as ring of coefftcients, and we consider F[,S] as a *-ring as in 
Section 2. 
As in [Dl, p. 2701, for any semigroup S and any c E S, we define a 
corresponding subset 
t(c)= (a:aESandac=a} 
481/123/l-6 
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of S, and let A(c) denote the cardinal #(d(c)) of e(c). (This multifarious 
usage of 8, /2. is to be regretted, but seems not to cause serious confusion in 
practice.) 
From now on, given a finite *-semigroup S of order n, we shall use 
the notation S = {al, . . . . a,}, and all indices i, j of summation will be 
understood as taking the values 1, . . . . n. 
In [Dl, D2] we considered, ineffect, he bilinear form 
z(uu) = c I(U,Uj)X, y
1. I
(where u = C x,ai, u = C y,a, E F[S]), having n x n “left structure matrix” 
L,= (I(ajuj)). Now, on F[S], we consider the Hermitian form 
Q(u, u) = QJu, u) = T(U*U) = c t,x,? yi, 
i, i
where 
tii = l(a*aj) (i,j= 1 > ..., n). 
In other words, the n x n integer matrix T= To I) = (to) may be obtained 
from L, by interchanging the rows (but not the columns) of Ls “according 
to *.” 
In fact 7 was defined in [Dl ] as a trace functional, but for present 
purposes z is largely of only incidental interest (however, we do use t in 
proving Proposition 5 below). 
It was shown in [Dl, p. 270, Proposition l] that the matrix L, is 
symmetric for every finite semigroup S. However, for finite *-semigroups 
(S, *) in general, T(.+, need not be symmetric: 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the 2 x 2 integer matrix semigroup 
for which we at once find 
Now the map * given by 
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is an involution on the ring of all 2 x 2 integer matrices, and S is closed 
under *; thus S is a *-semigroup under the involutory map 
o*=o, e* =f, f* = e, g*=g. 
However, 
( 
1 1 1 1 
T 1 1 3 1 (St)’ > is 1 2 1 1 asymmetric. 
1 1 1 1 
Those *-semigroups S which are regular in the sense of von Neumann 
(i.e., in which for every CZE S there exists at least one XE S such that 
a = axa) have particular interest, e.g., as natural generalizations f inverse 
semigroups. However, the following example (of order 5) shows that even 
the assumption that every element of S is idempotent does not guarantee 
the symmetry of T: 
EXAMPLE 2. Define 2 x 2 integer matrices c= ( f i), d= (A A), and, with 
e as in Example 1, consider the 4 x 4 integer matrix semigroup 
Now the map 
(where the primes denote transposition) is an involution of the ring of all 
4 x 4 integer matrices, and obviously our semigroup is closed under *. 
However, we again easily lind that T is asymmetric. 
In view of Examples 1 and 2, we must either (1) be content with other 
types of symmetry, or else (2) confine our attention to a narrower class of 
semigroups, and we end this ection with two (needed) propositions respec- 
tively illustrating these two alternatives. 
With S, F, and A =F[S] as above, if F” denotes the vector space of 
column n-vectors over F, then we have the usual bijection A -+ F” in which 
u = C xiai E A is mapped to x = (x1, . . . . x,)’ E F” (where the prime denotes 
transposition). Then, for any linear transformation 4:A --f A, say with 
(k = 1, . ..) n), 
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where each Qike F, we may represent 4 as usual by the n x n matrix 
CD = (OJ over F, so that +4(u) EA is mapped to @x E F”. In particular, for 
any fixed uE A, multiplication by u on the left is a linear transformation A,, 
of A, and, if we denote its matrix by A,., then, in the bijection A -+ F”, we 
have 
and (A,!, is the coefftcient of a, in tq. 
PROPOSITION 1. Given any *-semigroup S = {a,, . . . . a,} and any *-ring F
with 1, write A = F[S] and consider A as a *-algebra under the induced 
involution (C ~,a,)* = C ~*a,?. Then, for every v E A, we have 
(A,.)* T= T/1,, 
where * applied to c? matrix over F denotes transposition combined with 
application f the involution * on F. 
ProoJ By linearity, it will suflice to prove the result for v E S. But then, 
for all relevant i, k, we have 
(TA,),k=Ctii(A,),k=Ct;j~j~, 
I I 
where S,, is the Kronecker symbol and a,= oak, i.e., 
( TA,.),k = t,, = l(a,*a,) = n(ay vak). 
Similarly, 
((Jo*)*T)ik=C ((Av*)ji)*tjk=C djxt,k, 
1 I 
where a, = u*ai, i.e., 
((A,,)* T)ik = t,, = A(adak) = lb((v*u,)*ak) 
=n(a?va,)=(TA.),,. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Let S= {a,,..., a,,} be any finite inverse semigroup. 
Then the matrix 
is symmetric. 
T, = (tii) = (l(a;‘a,)) 
ProoJ: For inverse S, the map a I-+ a-’ is always an involution 
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of S (see, e.g., [CP, Vol. 1, p. 30, Lemma 1.181 or [H, p. 131, 
Proposition 1.4(c)]) and also e(c-‘)=e(c) for every CES [Dl, p. 271, 
Lemma 11 (in which we note a typographical error: the conclusion of 
Lemma 1 should read c-‘h = b). Combining these two facts, we have 
4. NON-NEGATIVE DEFINITENESS OF Q 
If S, F are as in Section 3, then the form 
Q(u, u) = z(u*u) = 1 t$x,f” yj
is defined for all U, u E A = F[S], and in particular for u = u = USE S, in 
which case obviously Q(ui, ai) = tii 2 0 (since tij = n(ay a,) is non-negative 
for all i, j). Also, if S is the cyclic group of order 3, with the identity 
involution (instead of the inverse map), we have 
, 
and so the case of equality, i.e., Q(ui, ui) = 0, can indeed occur, and, for 
u E A, the form Q(u, U) can indeed take strictly negative values. 
In order to obtain an affirmative d finiteness property for Q, we now 
restrict tothe inverse case. We need two lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Let S be any inverse semigroup, and let a, b, c E S satisfy 
ub - ‘c = a. Then 
(i) ac-‘b = a, and 
(ii) ub-‘b = a = ucc’c. 
Proof (i) This is equivalent o [Dl, p. 271, Lemma 11; alternatively, 
take b = 1 in Lemma 2 below. 
(ii) We have 
and so also ub- ‘b = a by (i). 1 
LEMMA 2. Let S be any inverse semigroup, and let a, b, c E S. 
Then ub&‘c=u implies ub&l=uc-L. 
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Proof: If ah ~ ‘c = a, then 
a=aaKLa=ab-‘c.(b-Lc)mla-l.a=a((bm ‘c)(bE’c)-‘)(a-‘a) 
=a(a-‘a)((b-‘c)(bF’c)-‘), 
since idempotents in an inverse semigroup commute. Thus a = 
ab&‘c(b-‘c).-’ = ab-‘cc-lb, whence 
ab-‘=abF’(cc ’ )(bb&‘)=abF’(bb-‘)(cc-‘) 
=a.b-‘bb-‘.cc-‘=ab-‘c.c-~‘=ac~‘. 1 
Lemma l(ii) and Lemma 2 above are generalizations of corresponding 
results of Shehadah [Sl, pp. 27-28, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.21, who, while 
working on the problem of proving that the induced involution on F[S] 
is proper, imposed the stronger hypothesis a-la= b-‘c, which was 
appropriate to his needs, but is too strong to serve our purposes here. 
We shall prove that Q is non-negative definite by consideration fa cer- 
tain family, denoted {&O},, s, of equivalence relations G$respectively acting 
on certain subsets S, E S. Specifically, forany given inverse semigroup S 
and any given element a E S, define 
S,= {b:bESandab-‘b=a}. 
Obviously a E S,, and so each S, is non-empty. Now define a binary 
relation &?a by bG;c iff ab -‘c = a. By Lemma l(ii), for arbitrary 6, c E S, we 
can have bgOc only if both b, c E S,. 
LEMMA 3. Let S be any given inverse semigroup, let a E S, and let S,, gO 
be as above. Then &a is an equivalence relation on S,. 
Proof Reflexivity on S, is obvious, while Lemma l(i) assures sym- 
metry. For transitivity, if b, c, de S satisfy b&c and &d, i.e., if 
ab -lc = a = ac -Id, then, by Lemma 2, we have ab -’ = ac -‘, and so 
ab-’ .d=ac-‘.d=a, i.e., b&‘Od. 1 
Thus, for each a E S, the non-empty subset S, of S is partitioned by its 
own equivalence relation &0 into a (non-empty) set S/g0 of (non-empty) 
equivalence classes [b] (modulo ga,), which, for finite S, we may denote as 
where each C,, E S, E S (r = 1, . . . . m,). As a further piece of notation, for 
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any given subset C G S = {a,, . . . . a,), we shall introduce a Hermitian 
quadratic form (Cl ’ over F, namely 
(or equivalently jC12 = w*w, where w = C, c c x,). 
THEOREM 1. ZfS= {a,,..., a ,} is any finite inverse semigroup and F any 
*-ring with 1, then, for each u ==C xiaiE F[S], we have 
Q(z.4, u)= f R(a;‘a,)xl*xj= 2 2 lCar12. 
i, i= 1 aESr=l 
Proof. As in Section 2, the map ;1: S -+ Z is defined by mapping any 
given c E S to the non-negative integer 
n(c) = (number of distinct a E S such that ac = a), 
or equivalently n(c) = C, E s, oc = LI 1. Hence 
Q(u, u)=C tiix*xj=CL(a,-‘aj)x*xj 
by Lemma 3. 1 
5. POSITIVE DEFINITENESS OF Q 
Theorem 1 makes it obvious that Q is non-negative definite when F= C, 
and in this section we further analyse the structure of Q to show (in 
Theorem 4) that Q is even positive definite, aswill be needed in Section 7. 
LEMMA 4. Zf S is any inverse sem~group, and t$ u, u E S, then 
(i) S,cS, iff vESu, and 
(ii) in this case 8” implies 8” on S, (so that each C,, is a subset of 
some C,,). 
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Proof (i) If u E Su, say with v = qu for some qE S, then, for any 
h E S,, i.e., any b E S satisfying ub-‘b = u, obviously vb -‘b = qu . b -‘b = 
q.ub-‘b=qu=u, i.e., bES,. Thus S,sS,. 
Conversely, if S, c S,, then u E S, E S,., so v = vu ‘u E Su. 
(ii) Here b&z,c (i.e., ub - ‘c = U) implies ub -‘c = qu . b - ‘c = q. ub -‘c = 
qu = v, i.e., bgVc. 1 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4, we deduce 
PROPOSITION 3. If S is any inverse semigroup and if u, v E S, then 
(i) S, = S, iff t&v under Green’s relation 8, and 
(ii) in this case &, = ~57~ on S, (=S,), so that, tf S is finite, then 
m,,=mv and {Cul, . . . . Cumu} = (Ct.,, . ... C,,,,). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let S be any inverse semigroup, let aE S, and let L, 
denote the 2’-class of a in S. 
Then 
0) L,ES,, 
mdeeN L is a complete set of representatives for S, (modulo gap,), and 
(iii) there is a natural one-to-one correspondence b tween L, and the 
quotient set S/&a. 
Proof: (i) For any h E L,, say with a = qh, we have ah -‘h = 
qh . h -‘h = q hh -‘h = qh = a, i.e., h E S, (note also, for later use in (ii) and 
(iii) below, that ha ~ ‘a = h by symmetry). 
(ii) Define a map f,: S, -+ S by the rule 
b H f,(b) = ba ‘a. 
Since ab - ‘b = a for every b E S,, we have 
so that f,(b) EL,, i.e., f maps S, into L,, and also bgO f,(b)., Thus L, con- 
tains at least one representative f,(b) for every gab-class [b] (modulo &‘O) 
in S,. 
Also L,s S, is invariant under f,, since, for hE L,, we have 
f,(h) = ha -‘a = h as in (i). Moreover, for any b, CE S, (i.e., with 
ab-‘b=a=ac-’ c), clearly f,(b)=f,(c) iff ba-‘=ca-’ iff ab-‘=a~‘, 
which implies ab ’ c = ac - ’ . c = a; and, by Lemma 2, conversely 
ab -‘c= a implies f,(b) =fJc). In other words, f,(b) =fJc) iff bgacc. Thus 
no 80-class has more than one representative in L,. 
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(iii) By the property off, just noted,f, is constant on gGb-cIasses, and 
induces an injective map g,: S/g0 + L,. Also, if h E L,, then h E S,, while g, 
maps the $,-class [h] (modulo &‘*) of h in S, to f,(h) = ha -$I = h, so g, is 
surjective, [ 
Remark. Thus, for finite inverse S, we see that m, is just the cardinal k, 
of the Z-class L, of a. Indeed, one could equally well put S/ga in natural 
bijective correspondence with the &!-class R, of a, since L, is bijective with 
R, by the Miller-Clifford version of the egg-box diagram (see [MC] or 
[CP, Vol. 1, pp. 60-61, Corollary 2.19]), or alternatively by noting the 
explicit natural map b H ab- ‘. 
By Proposition 3, each term lC,,12 in Theorem I arising from a given 
a E S also arises from every b E L,, so that every IC,,1* occurs with mul- 
tiplicity at least 5, = #(L,) in Q,. In fact one can show that d, is the exact 
multiplicity of 1 C,,I ‘, and also, starting from Theorem 1 as above, that, for 
each YES and each r= 1, .,.,m,, there exists a unique bc L, such that C,, 
is the equivalence class (modulo gb) of b in Sb f =S,). This leads to a 
simpler description, which we state in Theorems 2(ii) and 3 below, of the 
sum of “squares” occurring in Theorem 1. 
However, rather than pursue the details of this deduction of Theorem 2 
as a consequence of Theorem 1, we shall prove Theorem 2 by a shorter 
direct argument. For this (and for Theorems 3,4, and 5 below) we shall use 
the well-known Vagner-Preston partial order on the elements of S (see, 
e.g., [CP, Vol. 2, p. 40, especially Lemma ‘7.11 or [H, p. 137, especially 
Proposition 2.2]), for which we shall adopt the notation a < 6; we shall 
also have occasional need of the standard (total) order on the integers, 
which order we shall write as r s/I. 
LEMMA 5. Let S be any inverse semigrou~ and let a, b, c E S, 
(i) If dgS satisfies dPa, d<b, and d<c, then ab&‘c=a. 
(ii) Conversely, if abk’c = a, then there exists exactly one dE S such 
that 
dYa, d<b, d<cc. 
In other words, if we denote 
SZ,={d: deSandd<b6), 
then the set L, n G?, n G?;2, always has at most one element, and is non-empty 
iff ab-‘c = a. 
Proof. (i) If d 4 b and d < c, then we have in particular db- 1 = dd& ’ 
and d&‘c=d-‘d, so that db-‘.c=dd-‘.c=dd-‘d=d, whence, if also 
dZa, say with a=qd, we conclude that abF1c=qd.b’-‘c=q.db-lc= 
qd=a. 
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(ii) If &-‘~=a, then, by Lemma 2, we have ab-’ =a~‘, and so 
ba-‘=ca-‘. We shall show that 
d=ba-‘a=ca-‘a 
is the unique element of S satisfying the three displayed properties. First, 
d-Id= (ba-‘a)-‘ca~‘a=a--‘ab~’ .ca-‘a=a-‘.ab~‘c.a~‘a 
=a -‘.a.a-m’a=apla, 
and so d3a (see, e.g., [H, p. 131, Proposition 1.4(e)]). Next, by 
Lemma l(ii), we have ab-‘6 = a, and so 
b-Id= /,-‘&-‘a = (a&‘b)-‘a = a-‘a = d-‘d, 
i.e., d ,< 6, whence, by Lemma 1 (i), similarly d < c. Finally, for uniqueness, 
if also hYa, h <b, h < c for some h E S, then h9d, so that (by [H] again) 
h ~ ‘h = d- ‘d, which yields 
z/j&’ .d=&-‘d=d. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let S be any inverse semigroup, and for given a E S, let C, 
denote the equivalence class of a (modulo go’,), i.e., 
C,=fc:cESanda<c}. 
Then (i) these C, (a E S) are distinct non-empty subsets of S, and (ii) if S is 
finite, and if &;, z, respectively denote the cardinals of the Y-class and 
B-class of a, then tO = kt, = m, for every a ES, and we have the alternative 
representation 
Proof: (i) Clearly C, G C, iff a < b. 
(ii) That /, = 2, = m, has already been noted in the remark above. 
For any b, c E S, obviously P(b- ‘c) = {a: a E S and ab ~ ‘c = a} is a union 
of complete Y-classes, and, by Lemma 5, we have 
A(b-‘c)= #{a:aESandab-‘c=a} 
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where both sums range over all those do S which satisfy the stated 
conditions. Hence 
Q(u, u) =I ~(a,'aj)x,+xj 
COROLLARY 1. The sum of the coefficients of all the distinct ICI2 occur- 
ring in Q equals the sum of the squares of the orders of the Y-classes in S. 
Strictly speaking, Corollary 1 refers to the natural expressions for Q 
provided by Theorems 1 and 2 (i.e., conceivably Q might, for certain S, 
have two or more genuinely different expressions as a sum of ICj2’s with 
CES). 
We note that the definitions ofd(c), n(c), S,, and &a are not symmetrical 
with respect o left and right, and so Theorem 1 can be dualized (to give a 
genuinely different avenue to the same sum of squares), in contrast o 
Theorem 2, which is in fact self-dual. 
For the purposes of applications (e.g., Theorems 4 and 5 below), we note 
that the latter part of Theorem 2(ii) can conveniently (and equivalently) be
restated in terms of the n x n order matrix @ = (@+) of S, which we define 
1 
Dik = 
iff aj 6 uk 
0 otherwise. 
We then have the following remarkable identity expressing the action of r 
in terms of the Vagner-Preston order and the Y-structure of S: 
THEOREM 3. ZfS= {al,..., a,,} is any finite inverse semigroup, then 
T, = @ID@, 
where @’ denotes the transpose of the n x n order matrix 0, and where 
D = diag(t;, , ... . e,J. 
ProoJ: For fixed (i, k), by applying Lemma 5 much as before, we find 
that 
Any generalization r analogue (presumably in terms of the Nam- 
booripad-Hartwig partial order) of Theorem 3 applicable to arbitrary finite 
regular semigroups would be of great interest. 
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Following Shehadah [Sl, p. 281 (however, he applied the concept only 
to the coefficient ring F), given any *-ring A, we shall call A formalZy com- 
plex iff, for every finite subset {u, , . . . . u,} E A, the equation C:= i u:’ U, = 0 
implies 24, = . . . = U, = 0. 
THEOREM 4. If S is any finite inverse semigroup and F is any formally 
complex *-ring with unity, then the Hermitian form Q(u, v) is definite over F, 
i.e., Q(u, u) = 0 only !f u = 0. 
Proof: In view of Theorem 3, we need prove only that the integer 
matrix @J is invertible, and for this purpose we may rearrange the elements 
of S= (a,, . . . . a,} in any order we please. 
Now, by relabeling the elements of S appropriately, we may first arrange 
that a, is maximal in S with respect o the Vagner-Preston partial order on 
S, and then that a2 is maximal in S\{a,}, and then that a3 is maximal in 
S\{a,, a,), and so on. But then a, 6 ak implies ks i, and so Gjk = 0 
whenever k > i, i.e., @ is a lower triangular matrix with Qri = 1 (i = 1, . . . . M). 
Hence @ has determinant 1, and in particular isinvertible. 1 
As a consequence of Theorem 3 and the fact that det @ = 1, we have 
COROLLARY 2. !fS= {a,,..., a,,} is any finite inverse semigroup, then 
det(L,)= +/,, ...&;,. 
In the class of arbitrary (finite) semigroups S, in order to obtain a useful 
alternative d scription fthe subclass consisting ofthose S for which C[S] 
is semisimple (cf. [Dl, pp. 273 and 2771) it would be of interest to find a 
version of Corollary 2 valid for arbitrary finite S, or at least for all finite 
regular S. 
Given any S, F as in Theorem 4, then (as discussed in Section 2) F[S] 
becomes a *-ring, and, as a consequence of Theorems 1 and 4, it follows 
immediately that F[S] also must be formally complex. More generally, 
Professor W . D. Munn has pointed out to me that, by an easy extension of 
his arguments in [M3, pp. 89-911, the same is true even for arbitrary (i.e., 
not necessarily finite) inverse S. 
However, by considering the Klein 4-group with an involution 
interchanging two of the three non-unity elements, it is easy to see (cf. [D3, 
Theorem 9.51) that such properties can fail (catastrophically, since even 
U*U = 0 no longer implies u=0) for inverse semigroups with respect o 
proper involutions other than the inverse map. 
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6. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
If s= {a,, . ..) a,} happens to be a group, then, for any a E S, of course 
S, = S and J?~ is equality. Hence m, = n and all the C,, are singleton sets 
(r = 1, . . . . n), while Theorems 1, 2, and 3 reduce to the (obvious) formula 
Q(u, u)=n(x~x, + ... =t X,*.X,,), so that Theorem 4 reduces to triviality. 
Before proceeding (in Section 7) to explore the further implications of 
Theorem 4, it seems desirable first to illustrate ourresults of Sections 4 and 
5 with one non-group example, as a better epresentative of the wider class 
of inverse semigroups. For brevity, we work over a commutative ring F 
under its identity involution. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the 2 x 2 integer matrix semigroup 
This is an inverse semigroup whose inverse map interchanges g with h, 
while leaving the other four elements 0, I, e, f invariant. We quickly find 
that 
L= 
‘1 1 1 1 1 1’ 
163311 
133111 
131311 
111113 
,l 1 1 1 3 1, 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
163311 
133111 
which already gives, in an obvious notation, 
Q(u, u) = x; +6x: + 34 + 3x; + 3.x; -I- 34 
+ 2(x,x, + x0x, i- X,Xff x()xg i- XOXh +x,x* 
+ x,x,+ X,Xf-+ x,x, f X,Xh f x-fX, + X.fX, + x*xJ 
+ W,x,+x,x/h 
whence, by inspection, itis easy to express Q as a sum of squares, Alter- 
natively, using the approach of Theorem 1, we also easily find that 
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and that G; is the universal relation on S, (i.e., m = 1 and S, is “par- 
titioned” asa single quivalence class) for a = 0, Z, while 4, = E;, on S, = Sh, 
with equivalence class decomposition 
S,=S,={Z,e}u{h}, 
and &J,= &g on S,= S,, with equivalence class decomposition 
St=&= {Af} u (8). 
Thus, by Theorem 1, 
Q(u, 24) = (x()+x, + x, + x,-+ XK + xh)* +x: 
+ 2( (x, + x,)* + xi, + 2( (x, + Xf)* + xi,. 
The reader may easily verify that 
@= ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 010000 011000 i 
010100’ 
D=diag(l, 1, 2,2,2, 2) 
000010 
000001 
(and that these satisfy Theorem 3). 
7. PROPERTIES OF 2 AS A *-REPRESENTATION 
In this section we shall, for the sake of concreteness, tate our results 
only for the case F = C with ordinary conjugation as involution (also, since 
S is finite, ofcourse r2(S) = C[S]). 
PROPOSITION 5. Let S= (a,, . . . . a,,} be any finite inverse semigroup. 
Then A: S-+43(/“(S)) is a *-representation f S (and hence also of C[S]) 
with respect to the inner product Q on C*(S). 
Proof: Obviously &, = &J, : e2(S) -+ G2(S), i.e., A is a representation, 
while, since S is inverse, Q is an acceptable inner product by Theorems 3 
and 4. Finally, the *-property Q(L,(u), u) = Q(u, I&v)) may be rewritten 
as z((au)*o)= r(u*(a*v)), which is trivially true. 1 
Another way of looking at Q, which will be relevant below, is by 
representing vectors in H= L’(S) as column vectors in C”, as in Section 3. 
Thus, for arbitrary U, VGC[S], say u=C x,ai, u = C yiaj, if we let x, y 
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denote the column vectors (x,, . . . . x,)‘, (y,, . . . . y,)‘, and if we write 
C-f 1, *-*, X )= x*, then Q(u, v) = x*Ty; in particular, we have 
Q(&(u,, VI= (4x)* TY 
and 
Q(u, l.,,(u)) = x*T(A,,y). 
In this notation the *-property of ;t with respect o Q accordingly takes the 
form 
(A,x)*Ty=x*T(A,,y) foralla~SandaNx, ~EC”, 
or equivalently 
(A,)* T= T/1,, for all a E S, 
which, by Proposition 1 above, does indeed hold. 
The equivalence of I, a depends on the following elementary fact: 
LEMMA 6. Let S be any diverse serni~rou~~ and let a, b, c E S. Then 
(i) b<ac 
if and only df 
(ii) aa -‘b=b and a-‘b<c. 
Proof. As in Lemma 5, the arguments in each direction depend mainly 
on making judicious use of the various equivalent forms in which the 
Vagner-Preston partial order may be expressed: 
First, if (ii) holds, then, on writing a-‘b < c in the form (a-“b)-‘a -lb = 
c-‘(a-lb), we find 
i.e., b Q ac, which is (i). 
Conversely, if (if holds, then b < ac may be written instead as 
bb-’ = (ac)b-‘, so that b = bb-’ . b = acb-‘6, and consequently 
while also 
(a-lb)-‘c(a-‘b)-‘=b-‘.(ac)b-‘.a=b-’.bb-’ .a 
=b-ln=(a-‘b)-‘, 
i.e., a- ‘b < c, as required. 1 
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THEOREM 5. Let S= {a,, . . . . a,,} he any finite inverse semigroup and con- 
sider i, II as *-representations ofS on d2(S) relative to Q and to the standard 
inner product, respectively. Then A, 71 are *-equivalent. 
Prooj To establish *-equivalence, we must specify an invertible 
operator V such that 
vi,=71,v (4) 
for every a E S, and at the same time 
Q(u, v) = (Vu), V(v)) (5) 
for all U, v E E’(S). By Theorems 3 and 4, Q(u, v) = (u, W(v)), where W is a 
(known) positive definite Hermitian operator, and one might hope that 
V= fi would also satisfy (4); but unfortunately this is usually not the 
case 
Instead, the key to choosing V lies in Theorem 3. We define the “order 
map” 4: S + e*(S) by d(ak) = C,,. c, a;, i.e., #(ak) = C ai summed over all 
those distinct elements ai E S such that ai < ak, and extend 4 linearly to a 
map 4: e’(S) + e2(S). Also let 6: e’(S) + e’(S) denote any operator which 
is “positive diagonal” with respect o the basis S of e’(S), i.e., such that 
6(a) = 6,a for each a E S, where each 6, is a positive real number. We shall 
say that such an operator 6 is Y-admissible iff 6, = 6, whenever aZb under 
Green’s relation 2’. 
We show first that V= 64 satisfies (4) whenever 6 is T-admissible. The 
argument is considerably clarified by resorting to matrix notation (which, 
for given a, b E S, serves to focus attention on individual coefficients in 
V(l,(b)) and n,( V(b)) rather than the whole linear combinations). 
So let 6, 4, i,, rrc, have, with respect o the basis S of e’(S), n x it matrix 
representations A, @, A,, I7, as in Section 3, i.e., 
A = diag(6,,  .. . . San)), 
iff ai<ak 
otherwise, 
iff a, =aak 
otherwise, 
and 
iff a,=aa, and a-la,= ai 
otherwise. 
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By the argument of Theorem 4, the order matrix @ is invertible, and hence 
so is d@. Also (4) for V= SI$ is equivalent to the matrix equation 
d@ /i, = Zi’, A@, and we verify this by computing the typical (i, k)-entry on 
either side. 
We immediately obtain 
(A@ Au),k = iu’ 
iff aiQaa, 
otherwise, 
and similarly 
(Z7, A@),, = f+ 
iff au~‘u,=u, and a-‘~,<a, 
otherwise. 
It follows from Lemma 6 (with b= a,, ~=a,) that (A@ A,), is non-zero 
(with value 6,) precisely when (ZZ, A@), is non-zero (with value 8,-l,). 
Moreover, for such pairs (i k) the requirement uu~‘u, = ui ensures that 
u,Y(u~‘ui), and so, by the p-admissibility of 6, we conclude that 
i.e., V= Sf$ satisfies (4). 
To complete the present proof, it remains only to choose some specific 
T-admissible 6 so that Y= 84 satisfies (5), or equivalently so that 
T= (A@) A@. And, by Theorem 3, this holds for the (Y-admissible!) 
choice 6, = &. 1 
Since II is known (see [CP, Vol. 1, p. 1541) to contain every irreducible 
representation of S (and of C[S] ), it follows from Theorem 5 that the same 
is true of 71 for all finite inverse S. 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 5 shows that 1: S+ g(e2(S)) is a 
*-representation ot only with respect to the inner product Q(u, u) on 
a’(S), but also with respect to a larger family of inner products. Indeed, 
since x is a *-representation, the property (4), established above for V= Sd 
with any p-admissible 6, shows that II is a *-representation with respect to 
inner products of the form (6(+(u)), 6(&u)) for arbitrary Z-admissible 6 
(of which several, e.g., the unity operator, might be described as yielding a 
“natural” V). 
On the other hand, for any *-semigroup S, if 8, $ are equivalent 
representations of S on some Hilbert space H, say with V as in (2), and if 8 
is a *-representation with respect to some inner product (u, u)~, then of 
course II/ also is a *-representation with respect to (u, u)+ given by (3), and, 
relative to these two inner products respectively, 0, $ are then always 
481.123/l-7 
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*-equivalent. It is also relevant o recall Munn’s result [M2] that every 
bounded representation 0 of any inverse semigroup S on N is equivalent by 
a suitable V to some bounded *-representaton $ of S on H, which is the 
same as to say that 0 itself isalways a *-representation with respect o 
some positive definite inner product on H. However, Munn’s argument 
proves only the existence of such L’, II/, rather than actually describing or 
constructing them (as is of course easy to do for non-singular epresen- 
tations of finite or compact groups). Thus the main content of 
Proposition 5 and Theorem 5 lies in the fact that, for 0 = 1, one may take 
$=x (and moreover both V and Q can be described explicitly). 
8. STRUCTURE OF C[S] AND R[S] 
For any finite inverse semigroup S, by using either of the *-represen- 
tations A, rc of A = C[S] on e’(S), and adopting the corresponding 
operator norm on B(L”(S)), one immediately obtains a natural C*- (and 
indeed von Neumann) algebra structure on C[S]; and this suggests the 
possibility of applying the extensive existing theory of C*-algebras to throw 
light on the properties of S itself. 
Since every finite-dimensional C*-algebra is semisimple, in particular so
is C[S] (as was already found directly in 1955 by Munn [M 1 ] and by 
Oganesyan [Og], or see [CP, Vol. 1, p. 165, Theorem 5.261). And this fact 
leads to a characterization of the complex inverse semigroup algebras 
C[S] by applying a result of Hewitt and Zuckerman (see [CP, Vol. 1, 
p. 167, Theorem 5.30]), who showed that, if F is any field and S any 
finite semigroup such that A = F[S] is semisimple, then, in the (unique) 
Wedderburn expression of A as a direct sum of finitely many simple ideals 
(or, up to isomorphism, of complete matrix algebras over division algebras 
over F), at least one isomorphic opy of F itself must occur as a summand. 
Conversely, they showed also that, if F is algebraically closed, then every 
finite-dimensional semisimple F-algebra having a copy of F as a direct 
summand is isomorphic to F[S] for some finite semigroup S, and it is easy 
to verify that the S which they construct is in fact always an inverse semi- 
group. In particular, on taking F= C, it follows that the complex algebras 
arising as C[S] for finite inverse semigroups S are, up to isomorphism, just 
the direct sums of finitely many complete nk x nk complex matrix algebras 
M,,(C) with at least one nk = 1. 
On the other hand, the case F= R (i.e., the real field) is different enough 
to deserve explicit mention, in that there is [CP, Vol. 1, pp. 169-1701 no 
semigroup S whose real semigroup algebra R[S] is isomorphic to the 
j-dimensional semisimple (and C*-) algebra R @Q, where Q denotes the 
R-algebra of quaternions. Also, since the result of Munn and Oganesyan 
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holds (as also do our arguments and results of Section 7) equally well for 
real semigroup algebras, the first part of the above-stated result of Hewitt 
and Zuckerman guarantees that, for inverse semigroups S of order n 5 4, 
R[ S] can have no simple summand of dimension 4, so that Q and M,(R) 
are excluded and R[S] must be isomorphic to one of 
R, R*, R3, R @ C, R4, R* @ C. 
And the fact that all of these are commutative forces all of the 24 
inequivalent inverse semigroups of order n _I 4 to be abelian (which 
conclusion may alternatively be reached from considerations ofprincipal 
factors). 
Returning to C* matters, for any *-representation f3of any finite 
*-semigroup S on any complex Hilbert space H, and for any u E C[S], one 
finds that the operator norm 1(8,(/ has the explicit form 
lle,ll = (P(eu*,))“2, 
where 9,., is Hermitian, and where 1-1 denotes the operation of taking the 
largest (real) eigenvalue. In particular, ifS is inverse and u E S, then of 
course 111,jj = 1j7rtijj = 1. 
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As regards our blanket restriction (after Section 2) to finite semigroups, 
for infinite (inverse) S the map I: S -+ Z, introduced in Section 3, can 
instead assume infinite values, so that even the definition of Q breaks 
down. Our Remark after Theorem 5 shows that, if we could construct an 
Y-admissible positive diagonal operator 6 so that &$E g(e’(s)), then 
it would be possible to extend Theorem 5 (though presumably less 
“naturally”) to infinite inverse S by using, instead of Q(u, u), the inner 
product (u, u)~. = (6(&u)), 6(&u))). However, clearly such a 6 does not 
always exist, so it seems that something more is needed. 
I thank Professors L. G. Brown, John Duncan and W. D. Munn for 
helpful comments on a previous version of this article. 
Finally, I should perhaps apologize for having tried to make this article 
readily accessible toboth the semigroup theorist and the operator theorist 
by including details which each will (particularly in Section 2) inevitably 
find routine or tedious when reading those paragraphs relating to his own 
specialty. 
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